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The variability of optical properties of combustion particles
generated from a propane diffusion flame under varying fuel-toair (C/O) ratios was studied with a three-wavelength
nephelometer, a particle soot absorption photometer, and an
integrating sphere photometer. Information on particle size
distribution, morphology, and elemental carbon to total carbon
(EC/TC) ratios were obtained from scanning mobility particle
sizer measurements, transmission electron microscopy analyses,
and thermal-optical analyses. Particles generated under a low C/
O ratio (0.22) showed high elemental carbon fraction (EC/TC D
0.77) and low brown carbon to equivalent black carbon (BrC/
EBC) ratio (0.01), and were aggregates composed of small
primary particles. Rayleigh–Debye–Gans theory reproduced
experimental single-scattering albedo, v, absorption, and
scattering Angstr€om exponents within 56, 3, and 18%,
respectively. In contrast, particles produced under a high C/O
ratio (0.60) showed low elemental carbon fraction (EC/TC D
0.09) and high BrC/EBC ratio >100, and were smaller and
spherical in shape. Their optical properties were better modeled
with Mie theory. By minimizing
the difference between calculated

and measured v and Angstr€om exponents, refractive indices of
OC at three visible wavelengths were deduced. Contrary to the
widely accepted assumption that refractive index of BC is
wavelength
independent, BC-rich particles exhibited absorption

Angstr€om exponent >1.0 which implies some degree of
wavelength dependence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The significant impact of atmospheric aerosols on regional
and global climate is now widely recognized and atmospheric
models, used in the assessment of radiative forcing, have been
improved to include important aerosol species (Forster et al.
2007). Among those, black carbon (BC) is the most strongly
absorbing aerosol material in the atmosphere (Bond and Bergstrom 2006). Most of aerosol BC is anthropogenic in origin and
originates from combustion of fossil fuel, biogenic fuel, and biomass burning (Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008; Bond et al.
2013). The terminology used in this work follows Petzold et al.
(2013): the term black carbon (BC) is used as a qualitative term
for light-absorbing carbonaceous substances, black carbon mass
determined by optical absorption methods is referred to as equivalent black carbon (EBC), and the term elemental carbon (EC) is
used in thermochemical classification.
In recent years, there has been increasing evidence that
organic carbon (OC) can also have appreciable light absorption, especially in the UV region (Jacobson 1999; Bond 2001;
Kirchstetter et al. 2004; Hoffer et al. 2006; Schnaiter et al.
2006). This light absorbing OC is commonly referred to as
brown carbon (BrC) because the stronger absorption toward
shorter wavelengths gives rise to brownish colors (Andreae
and Gelencser 2006; Alexander et al. 2008). Aerosol BrC originates from various sources such as biomass burning (Kirchstetter et al. 2004; Clarke et al. 2007; Lewis et al. 2008),
smoldering combustion (Patterson and McMahon 1984;
Chakrabarty et al. 2010), and natural biogenic emissions
(Andreae and Crutzen 1997; Graber and Rudich 2006). BrC
can be also formed as secondary aerosol from heterogeneous
reactions, e.g., of gaseous isoprene on acidic particles (Limbeck et al. 2003).
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BrC is thought to have molecular structures similar to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) or humic-like substances
(HULIS) but there is still a high degree of uncertainty regarding its exact chemical composition and origin (P€
oschl 2003;
Moosm€
uller et al. 2009). Compared to graphite-like BC, BrC
has a lower degree of graphitization which means that its optical gap between filled valence band and unfilled conduction
band is larger, and the absorption is shifted to shorter wavelengths. Because of the strong contribution of combustiongenerated particles to atmospheric light absorption, many
experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out to
investigate their optical properties (Berry and Percival 1986;
Dobbins et al. 1994; K€
oyl€
u and Faeth 1994; Fuller 1995;
Schnaiter et al. 2003; Schnaiter et al. 2006; Chakrabarty et al.
2007). However, full characterizations incorporating chemical
and physical analyses are scarce. Particularly, there is still
insufficient data on optical properties of BrC compared to that
of BC.
In this article, we investigate how well frequently used
models for aerosol optical properties like Mie theory and/or
Rayleigh–Debye–Gans theory can reproduce measured optical
properties of combustion aerosols of various chemical composition and morphology. We present an optical closure study,
which is complemented by a chemical and physical characterization of combustion particles. Our main goals are to obtain a
better understanding of the complex refractive index of the
OC fraction and the closure of modeled and measured optical
properties of combustion aerosols.

2. METHODS
2.1. Experimental Approach
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 1. In a Real Soot Generator RSG miniCAST 6201-C
(Jing Ltd., Switzerland; hereafter referred to as CAST burner),
combustion particles were formed through pyrolysis within a
propane (C3H8)—air co-flow diffusion flame and rapidly
quenched downstream the flame zone by adding a quenching
gas (N2). Table 1 summarizes operating conditions of the
CAST burner.
The combustion aerosol was sampled with a Multi-Angle
Absorption Photometer (MAAP, Thermo Scientific Model
5012) for the measurement of EBC mass concentration and

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. TD is a thermal
denuder.
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with four Condensation Particle Counters (CPC, Grimm
Model 5410) for the measurement of particle number concentrations. Among the four CPCs, two of them (one was used as
backup, in case the other one failed during the experiment)
measured total particle concentration and the other two (one of
them as backup), which were connected to a thermal denuder
(set to 250 C), measured nonvolatile particle concentration.
Injection diluters of the type Palas VKL (dilution ratios 1:10
and 1:100) were used to dilute particle number concentrations
below the upper measurement range of the instruments (Nmax
D 105 cm¡3). Particle mobility size distributions were measured by a Grimm SMPSCE scanning mobility particle sizer
connected to a Faraday cup electrometer. Dilution ratios were
monitored by Carbondio CO2 sensors (Pewatron).
The aerosol absorption coefficient, s ap, was measured by a
Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP, Radiance
Research, USA), applying the correction scheme according to
Virkkula et al. (2005, Virkkula 2010), and a 7-λ Aethalometer
(Magee Scientific, USA). The particle scattering coefficient,
s sp, was determined by an Integrating Nephelometer (TSI
model 3563), applying the truncation angle correction of Massoli et al. (2009). Elemental carbon (EC) and total carbon
(TC) were determined from quartz filter samples using a Sunset analyzer (Birch and Cary 1996). Although we applied both
EUSAAR-2 (Cavalli et al. 2010) and NIOSH 5040 (NIOSH
2003) temperature protocols combined with laser transmission
correction, the values from the NIOSH 5040 method were consistently used for the final data analysis. The manual setting of
the split point was used for samples generated under low C/O
ratios (0.22 and 0.31), while the automatic setting was used for
samples from high C/O ratios (0.40 and 0.60).
A Mini-impactor was used to collect aerosols on Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) grids (AGAR Scientific;
Holey Carbon Film). The aerosol samples were observed using
a JEOL JEM-3010 TEM having an edge-to-edge resolution of
0.16 nm at 300 keV. Experiments were performed in the
bright field mode with an electron beam energy of 300 keV,
and magnifications in the range 30,000–100,000. Aerosol particles were first randomly selected at low magnification and
then they were analyzed at higher magnification. TEM pictures
were recorded with a CCD camera (GATAN, ORIUS
SC1000), and ImageJ (Rasband 1997) was used to digitize
TEM images. The primary particle diameter and radius of
gyration (Rg) of aggregates were determined from gray level
and digitized images, respectively. The geometric diameter of
primary particle (dpp) was determined from the primary particle lognormal size distribution. Then Ensemble Analysis was
used to determine the fractal dimension from Rg and dpp
(Chakrabarty et al. 2011).
An integrating sphere (IS) photometer was used to estimate the BrC content of the samples using the modified
technique described by Wonasch€utz et al. (2009). In this
method, different calibration curves obtained for proxy
substances (Elftex 125 by Cabot Corp for BC, humic acid
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TABLE 1
Operating conditions of the CAST burner

Condition

Fuel (C3H8)
flow rate
(L min¡1)

Oxidation air
flow rate
(L min¡1)

C/O
ratio

EC/TC

BrC/EBC

dCMD
(nm)

sg

1
2
3
4
5

0.017
0.017
0.017
0.025
0.030

0.564
0.396
0.300
0.300
0.240

0.22
0.31
0.40
0.60
0.89

0.77
0.62
0.12
0.09
—

0.01
1.40
71
404
—

130
125
47
30
16

1.66
1.93
2.22
1.69
1.68
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Flow rates for mixing gas (N2), quenching gas (N2), and dilution air were set to 0.000, 1.236, and 1.080 L min¡1, respectively. Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio and C/
O ratio are 15.7 and 0.3, respectively. EC/TC and BrC/EBC ratios, and size distribution (dCMD: count median diameter and s g: geometric standard deviation) of
particles generated from different operating conditions are also shown. The BrC/BC ratio for Condition 5 could not be determined because of insufficient filter
loading.

sodium salt, Acros Organics, no. 68131-04-4 for BrC) at
three different wavelengths (450, 550 and 650 nm) are
used to iteratively separate the contribution of EBC and
BrC to the absorption signal given by the photometer. The
EBC and BrC concentrations obtained with this method,
therefore, correspond to concentrations of the proxy substances that would give the same absorption signal. As
humic acid sodium salt contains only 0.47% carbon, the
proxy concentrations were converted to BrC-carbon using
this factor.
2.2. Theoretical Approach
Two different modeling approaches were used to reproduce the measured intensive optical properties of combustion particles generated under varying C/O ratios:
Rayleigh–Debye–Gans (RDG) theory (Sorensen 2001)
treats particles as fractal-like aggregates of small primary
spheres, while Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman 1983)
assumes spherical particles; see the online supplementary
information (SI) for details.
For fractal-like combustion particles, self-similarity of the
aggregates allows the number of primary spheres (Nps) to be
related to the overall aggregates size (Rg) through


Nps D k0

Rg
a

D
[1]

where k0 is a proportionality constant, a is the monomer
radius, and D is the fractal dimension.
The particle mobility radius (Rm) was measured with the
SMPS but in order to apply RDG theory, Rm was converted to
Rg using an approach based on a review paper on the mobility
of fractal aggregates (Sorensen 2011; see the SI for details).

This approach yields the simplified relations
 2:17
Rm
for Nps  100
Nps D
a

1=x
Rm
Nps D
for Nps > 100
a.10 ¡ 2x C 0:92 /

[2]
[3]

where the spread in the monomer size was not accounted for in
the calculation and all monomers were assumed to have a D
5 nm. x is related to the Knudsen number (Kn) through
x D 0.51Kn0.043.
Based on Rm and Nps, Rg was calculated from
Rg D

Rm
b

[4]

where b D 1.18Nps¡0.11 for Nps D 2–100 and b D 0.75 for Nps
> 100 in the Continuum Regime whereas b D 1.16Nps¡0.10 for
all Nps in the Free Molecular Regime. Therefore, for the particles in the Slip Regime with Nps > 100, b will be between
the upper and the lower limits set by the Continuum and the
Free Molecular Regimes, respectively. For our calculation, b
D 1.16Nps¡0.10 was used. The error in b caused by using this
expression rather than the exact expression for the Slip Regime
(which is unknown) is estimated to be <10% for Nps < 200.
The complex refractive index (RI; m D mr¡imi) used in the
RDG and the Mie calculations were derived using the linear
mixing rule where mr and mi values of BC and OC were
weighted according to their volume fractions to yield the
effective RI. In the experiment, the EC fraction was measured
in terms of TC mass fraction and therefore it had to be changed
to the volume fraction by taking EC and OC densities as 1.8 g
cm¡3 (Bond and Bergstrom 2006) and 1.0 g cm¡3 (estimated),
respectively. The BC and OC RI values used in the calculation
are presented in Table 2. The mr and mi values of BC were
obtained from a polynomial fit to the previously reported soot
RI over the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm (Ackerman

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF COMBUSTION AEROSOL PARTICLES

TABLE 2
Real (mr) and imaginary (mi) parts of the refractive index of
black and organic carbon components of combustion particles
Black Carbon (BC)

Organic Carbon (OC)

λ/nm

mr

mi

mr

mi

467
530
660

1.92
1.96
2.0

0.67
0.65
0.63

1.59 § 0.02
1.47 § 0.02
1.47 § 0.02

0.11 § 0.03
0.04 § 0.02
0 C 0.01
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The mr and mi values of BC were obtained from a polynomial fit to the data
reported by Ackerman and Toon (1981) and those of OC were obtained from
this experiment.

and Toon 1981), and those of OC were deduced from this
experiment. The linear mixing rule was tested against the
Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman mixing rules (Bruggeman
1935; Bohren and Huffman 1983; Garnett 1904), and all mixing rules gave similar effective RIs. Hence, use of the simple
linear mixing rule is justified.
The RI of OC at λ D 467, 530, and 660 nm were deduced
by finding the RI combinations which gave the best match
between the calculated (using Mie theory) and the measured
single scattering albedo
(v), absorption Angstr€
om exponent

(aabs), and scattering Angstr€
om exponent (ascat) for particles
with high OC content (EC/TC D 0.088) at wavelength intervals 467–530, 530–660, and 467–660 nm. Absolute values
of the percentage P
deviations for all optical parameters were
summed to yield dev(%). During the calculation, mr was
varied from 1.45 to 1.61 in steps of 0.02, and mi was varied
from 0 to 0.15 in steps of 0.01. In order to reduce calculation time, the following assumptions were made: the mi
value at a lower wavelength was assumed to be larger than
that at a higher wavelength, and the mr at a lower wavelength was assumed to be equal to or greater than that at a
higher wavelength. These assumptions were based on the
previous observations that OC absorbs more strongly at
shorter wavelengths.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Physical and Chemical Properties
The physical and chemical properties of the emitted combustion aerosol are summarized in Table 1 together with the
respective CAST operating conditions. Figure 2 shows count
median mobility diameters, and BrC/EBC and EC/TC ratios of
combustion particles produced at varying C/O ratios. As mentioned in Section 2.1, EC/TC data originated from the NIOSH
5040 temperature protocol. Comparison of EC/TC ratios from
NIOSH 5040 and EUSAAR-2 protocols yielded good agreement between both methods: R2 D 0.968 for 16 data pairs and
a slope of 1.10 for the linear regression line when EUSAAR-2
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data was plotted against NIOSH 5040 data. Deviations were
15% for EC/TC ratios >0.50, and increased to 30% for low
EC/TC ratios. A detailed comparison of the applied thermal–
optical methods, however, is beyond the scope of this article
and will be published elsewhere.
Figure 3 illustrates the size distributions of particles in the
exhaust of the CAST. Particles generated under low C/O ratios
were >100 nm in mobility diameter and of high EC/TC and
low BrC/EBC ratios, while those produced under high C/O
ratios had smaller mobility diameters (<50 nm), low EC/TC
and high BrC/EBC ratios. Please note that the optical data for
the highest C/O ratio (Condition 5) were not used in the further
analysis since the measured values were close to the detection
limit of the instruments. Figure 4 shows TEM pictures of sampled particles. Particles generated under a low C/O ratio were
fractal-like aggregates with D D 1.74 § 0.08 and a D 5–6 nm,
while those generated under a high C/O ratio were nearly
spherical in shape.

3.2. Determination of Organic Carbon
Refractive Indices
As described in the Section 2.2, mr and mi values of the OC
component at different visible wavelengths (Table 2) were
inferred from the experimental data by minimizing the difference between the calculated and measured optical properties.
Initially, “central” mr and mi values were determined as follows. In the analysis of the 467–530 nm and the 467–660 nm
intervals, the same mr and mi values for 467
Pnm (mr(467) D
1.59 and mi(467) D 0.11) gave the minimum dev(%). P
In the
analysis of the 530–660 nm interval, it was found that dev
(%) was minimized when mr(530) D mr(660). Hence, mr(660) D
1.47 obtained from the analysis of the 467–660 nm interval
was also used as mr(530). mi(530) D 0.04 and mi(660) D 0 were
values retrieved using the 467–530 nm and the 467–660 nm
intervals, respectively.
Based on these ‘central’ values, uncertainties in mr and mi
were determined by looking
at the RI combinations which
P
gave less than a certain dev(%) value. For example, in order
to determine uncertainties in mr(467) and mr(530) from the
467–530 nm interval analysis, mi(467) and mi(530) were fixed
P to
the ‘central’ values (0.11 and 0.04, respectively), and dev
(%) values for different mr(467)– mr(530) pairs were examined
(Figure 5a and Table P
S1 in the SI). In this case, the RI combinations which gave
dev(%) <10% were accepted so the
ranges of mr(467) and mr(530) were constrained to 1.58–1.60 and
1.45–1.47, respectively. In a similar way, ranges in mr and mi
were determined from other interval analyses, and these results
are presented in Table S2. The contour plots in Figure 5 and
Figure S1 also help to visualize uncertainties in the mr and mi
values, and they demonstrate that mr and mi values were
uniquely determined (only one global minimum) within narrow ranges.
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FIG. 2. (a) Elemental carbon to total carbon ratio (error bars indicate one standard deviation), (b) brown carbon to black carbon ratio (error bars indicate one
standard deviation), and (c) count median mobility diameter (error bars represent the 25th and the 27th percentiles) plotted as a function of C/O ratio. The dotted
curve is taken from the data of Schnaiter et al. (2006). The stoichiometric C/O ratio (C/O D 0.3) is also marked. The stoichiometric ratio separates burner conditions into fuel-lean and fuel-rich conditions.

3.3. Sensitivity Analysis
The uncertainties in the calculated values of v, aabs, and
ascat could not be determined in a straightforward manner due
to the complexity of the calculation models. Instead, a sensitivity analysis (Dobbins et al. 1994; Chakrabarty et al. 2007)
was carried out to estimate relative errors associated with the
calculated v, s abs, and s sca. Estimation of errors for aabs and
ascat were deemed too complex since it involved calculations
at two different wavelengths so instead, errors for s abs and
s sca were estimated.
A sensitivity analysis determines the extent to which different parameters affect the outcome of a model. If y D f (xi) for i
D 1 to n independent variables, then the total (relative) error

FIG. 3. Mobility size distributions of particles generated from the CAST
burner under different combustion conditions. The legend shows measured
EC/TC ratios for these particles.

FIG. 4. TEM pictures of combustion particles generated under (a) C/O ratio D
0.22 and (b) C/O ratio D 0.6.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF COMBUSTION AEROSOL PARTICLES

associated with y,ey, is given by
"

n n
o
X
Ii2 e2xi
ey D

#1=2
[5]

iD1

where the influence coefficient, Ii, is defined as
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Ii D

d.ln y/
d.ln xi /

[6]

and exi is the relative uncertainty associated with parameter xi.
The influence coefficients for v, s abs, and s sca were evaluated
for a low C/O condition at λ D 467 nm using RDG theory, and
the input parameters listed in Table 3. All parameters were
varied by 5% in the calculation of Ii. The calculated Ii values
are summarized in Table 3. A negative Ii implies that increase
in the parameter xi reduces the value of y: for example, when
D is increased, v is decreased. It can be seen that v, s abs, and
s sca are most sensitive to changes in a and BC mr. Changes in
D have no effect on s abs since D is not used in the calculation
of s abs. Also shown in Table 3 are the exi for each parameter
and how these were derived. Although uncertainties in the OC
mr and mi were obtained from this experiment, larger uncertainties were used for calculation to encompass the wide

P
FIG. 5. Contour plots of dev(%) for the 467–530 nm interval in the plane
of (a) real and (b) imaginary RI values with the other two RIs fixed to the values shown on each graph. Hollow circles indicate location of the data points.
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ranges of previously reported values. From the values of Ii and
exi given in Table 3, uncertainties in v, s abs, and s sca were calculated as 30, 27, and 50%, respectively.
A similar analysis was carried out for a high C/O condition
at λ D 467 nm using Mie theory. Calculated Ii values and estimated exi values are presented in Table S3. Changes in OC mr
have the greatest influence on v and s sca. The estimated uncertainties in v, s abs, and s sca are 40, 38, and 31%, respectively.
The estimated uncertainties seem rather large but we would
like to stress that these are very generous estimates.

3.4. Optical Properties
Figure 6 shows the calculated and experimental v values at
λ D 530 nm as a function of particle EC/TC ratio. The results
for λ D 467 and 660 nm are presented in Figure S2. For particles with high EC fraction (EC/TC ratio D 0.77), the experimentally measured v values lie between the values calculated
from the two theories. On average, RDG theory underestimates by 56%, and Mie theory based on the volume equivalent
diameter overestimates by 47%. In contrast, for particles with
high OC fraction (EC/TC ratio D 0.09 and 0.12), only Mie theory gives a good match (»4% agreement on average), and
RDG theory fails to reproduce the experimental data. For particles with intermediate EC fraction (EC/TC ratio D 0.62),
Mie theory gives better match with the experimental data than
RDG theory.
Generally, v values are larger for particles containing
higher OC fractions because OC absorbs less strongly than
BC. One exception is particles with EC/TC ratio D 0.12
(Condition 3) which exhibit greater v values than particles
with EC/TC ratio D 0.09 (Condition 4). This is somewhat
intriguing upon first inspection since greater OC content is
expected to result in a higher v value, but it has to be remembered that particle size also influences optical properties. From
Table 1 and Figure 3, it can be seen that particles from Condition 3 had larger mobility diameters with a wider size distribution than particles from Condition 4. In order to investigate the
effect of size distribution, v values at λ D 660 nm were calculated as a function of count median diameter for two different
geometric standard deviations (s g D 1.69 and 2.22) using Mie
theory and RI based on EC/TC ratio D 0.1 (intermediate EC/
TC ratio between the two conditions). The results (Figure S3)
showed that the width of the size distribution alone can have a
dramatic effect on v. Since larger particles are more effective
at scattering, particles with a wider size distribution which
includes a greater fraction of large particles will yield larger v
values.
In Figure 7, aabs and ascat values for the 467–660 nm interval are plotted against particle EC/TC ratio. For aabs, both
RDG and Mie calculations give a good match with the experimental data at all EC/TC ratios although RDG theory gives a
better agreement (<3% deviation) at high EC/TC ratios. There
are greater discrepancies between the experimental and
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TABLE 3
Results of the sensitivity analysis for particles containing a high EC fraction
Parameter
a
D
rBC
rOC
BC mr
BC mi
OC mr
OC mi
EC/TC ratio

exi (%)

Source of exi

Iv

Is abs

Is sca

20
5
5
50
5
10
7
50
10

TEM analysis
TEM analysis
Bond and Bergstrom (2006)
Turpin and Lim (2001)
Bond and Bergstrom (2006)
Bond and Bergstrom (2006)
Estimated from literatures
Estimated from literatures
Thermal-optical analysis

1.27
¡0.63
¡0.06
0.06
2.34
¡0.39
1.05
¡0.06
0.15

1.03
0.00
¡0.19
0.19
¡1.06
0.88
¡0.47
0.08
0.84

2.33
¡0.67
¡0.23
0.22
1.42
0.48
0.62
0.04
0.99
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exi is the percentage uncertainty associated with each parameter. ‘Source of exi’ shows how exi for each parameter was chosen. Input parameters used in the calculation of the influence coefficients (Iv, Is abs, Is sca) were a D 5 nm, D D 1.74, rBC D 1.8 g cm¡3, rOC D 1.0 g cm¡3, BC mr D 1.92, BC mi D 0.67, OC mr D 1.59,
OC mi D 0.11, and EC/TC ratio D 0.773.

calculated ascat values but generally, RDG theory gives a
closer agreement at high EC/TC ratios, whereas Mie theory
gives better agreement at low EC/TC ratios. The aabs
value increases with increasing OC fraction in the particle
since RI of OC has a stronger spectral dependence than RI
of BC. The differences in the spectral dependence of
absorption by BC and OC were even visible on filter samples. The filter samples containing high EC fractions were
black whereas those high in OC were brown.

investigated combustion particles generated from a propane/
O2 flame (Slowik et al. 2004; Schnaiter et al. 2006; Moore

4. DISCUSSION
The distinct changes in the physical and chemical properties of combustion particles as a function of the C/O
ratio corroborate the findings of other groups that also



FIG. 6. Single scattering albedo (v/ vs. elemental carbon to total carbon
ratio for λ D 530 nm. Filled squares: experimental data (with error bars
of one standard deviation). Hollow triangles: Mie theory. Hollow circles:
RDG theory.

FIG. 7. (a) Absorption (aabs) and (b) scattering (asca) Angstr€om exponents
plotted as a function of elemental carbon to total carbon ratio for the 467–
660 nm interval. Filled squares: experimental data (with error bars of one standard deviation). Hollow triangles: Mie theory. Hollow circles: RDG theory.
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et al. 2014). Previous studies showed that high C/O ratios produce spherical, OC-dominated particles with mobility diameter of 10–60 nm, while particles generated under low C/O
ratios were agglomerates of primary particles (25–30 nm in
diameter), consisted mainly of EC and had larger mobility
diameters (70–130 nm). The dependence of particle EC fraction on the C/O ratio, taken from Schnaiter et al. (Schnaiter
et al. 2006), is shown in Figure 2a as a comparison with our
results. Although the two curves do not match because of the
different types of CAST burners used, the trend of decreasing
EC fraction with increasing C/O ratio is apparent.
Under intermediate combustion conditions (C/O ratio D
0.3–0.37), Schnaiter et al. and Moore et al. observed bimodal
size distributions (Schnaiter et al. 2006; Moore et al. 2014).
The presence of an additional mode in the size distribution
was not clearly discernible in our measurements but in the
light of previous studies, particles generated under intermediate C/O ratios are expected to be mixtures of EC-rich, fractallike agglomerates and much smaller spherical, condensed
organic species. It is more difficult to model the optical properties, especially scattering, for a mixture of particles with
completely different morphologies. Perhaps, this may explain
the disagreement between the calculated and measured ascat
for C/O ratio D 0.31 and 0.40 shown in Figure 7b. Particles
generated under more extreme conditions (C/O ratio D 0.22
and 0.60) are less likely to be mixtures, and their optical properties can be modeled more successfully with RDG and Mie
theories, which take different morphologies of EC- and OCrich particles into account.
Mie and RDG theories reproduce experimental aabs values
well, whereas there are greater discrepancies between the measured and calculated v and ascat values. This result may be
interpreted by considering the different natures of scattering
and absorption. Absorption is mostly dependent on the total
particle volume and therefore, absorption properties are successfully modeled by both volume-equivalent Mie and RDG
theories. In contrast, scattering is not only dependent on the
particle volume but also on other factors such as particle size
and morphology. Mie theory fails to model scattering for ECrich particles because it ignores their fractal-like morphology
but even RDG theory shows »56% (v) and »18% (ascat) deviations from experimental data.
RDG theory may underestimate scattering due to the uncertainty in the primary particle size. The sensitivity analysis presented in Section 3.3 showed that s sca is very sensitive to
changes in a. Another factor that may contribute to the underestimation of scattering is that the full primary particle size
distribution was not included in the calculation. In the RDG
calculation, all primary particles were assumed to have the
same size (a D 5 nm) but in reality there is a size distribution,
with the geometric size distribution of »0.3. According to
Farias et al. (1996b), scattering properties are more strongly
influenced by aggregate polydispersity than primary particle
polydispersity and therefore, only the latter was taken into
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account during the calculation. There is also some uncertainty
related to the use of empirical equations (Equations (2)–(4)) to
convert Rm into Rg. Therefore, greater uncertainties lie in the
calculated scattering properties than the calculated absorption
properties.
For small particles in the Rayleigh regime, aabs D 1 if the
RI is constant across the wavelengths considered. Previous
experiments demonstrated that particles rich in BC have
aabs»1 in the visible spectrum (Bergstrom et al. 2002; Kirchstetter et al. 2004; Schnaiter et al. 2006; Clarke et al. 2007).
Based on these observations and the Band-gap theory, the
assumption of a constant RI throughout the visible spectrum
for BC was recommended (Bond and Bergstrom 2006). However, as can be seen in Figure 7a, the observed aabs values are
>1 even for particles with a relatively high EC fraction. Spectral dependence of OC light absorption alone could not
account for the observed aabs values. When a constant BC RI
of m D 1.95 C i0.79 (one of the values suggested by Bond and
Bergstrom) was used for all wavelengths in the calculation,
the aabs value for an EC/TC ratio D 0.77 in the 467–660 nm
interval was underestimated by »22% whereas »1% match
between the experiment and the calculation was obtained
when the BC RI values presented in Table 2 were used. Therefore, we expect the BC produced in our experiment to exhibit
some variation of RI with wavelength although its wavelength
dependence would be insignificant compared to that of OC,
and the commonly used λ¡1 approximation would be still
reasonable.
In Figure 8, mi values of OC obtained from the current
experiment are compared with previously reported values. The
mi values given by Sato et al. (Sato et al. 2003), based on
absorption coefficient measurements of urban aerosol and bio-

FIG. 8. Imaginary component of the refractive index (mi) for organic carbon
as a function of wavelength. Filled circles: Kirchstetter (2004). Filled triangles: organic soluble matter, Adler et al. (2010). Hollow triangles: water soluble matter, Adler (2010). Filled squares: Sato (2003). Filled stars: from this
study. The solid line is a polynomial fit through the Kirchstetter data with the
equation mi D 1.4304–6.49 £ 10¡3λ C 1.0126 £ 10¡5λ2–5.3939 £ 10¡9λ3.
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mass smoke samples, show the weakest spectral dependence.
Kirchstetter and co-workers (Kirchstetter et al. 2004) derived
mi values from light transmission measurements on OC
extracted from biomass samples. A polynomial fit through
their data is also shown in Figure 8. Adler et al. (Adler et al.
2010) used cavity ring-down spectroscopy to retrieve RI values of water soluble matter (WSM) and organic soluble matter
(OSM) extracted from fresh diesel soot OC. OSM and WSM
had similar mi values at 532 nm but OSM had a significantly
higher mi than WSM at 355 nm. Their finding is consistent
with that of Chen and Bond (Chen and Bond 2010) who found
in their wood combustion study that absorption is dominated
by organic soluble OC.
Some caution has to be taken in making a direct comparison
since different experiments studied different kinds of OC and
mi values were also derived in different ways. Nonetheless, all
experiments show a consistent trend of decreasing mi with
increasing wavelength, and the agreement between different
experiments is remarkably good for λ  530 nm. The discrepancies between mi values at shorter wavelengths (λ  500 nm)
could be real and may arise from differences in chemical composition of OC depending on emission sources. The aromatic
component of OC is expected to cover a wide range of conjugation, from a few conjugated aromatic rings to an extended
network of aromatic rings (Andreae and Gelencser 2006).
Therefore, absorption characteristics of OC will vary almost
continuously, with increasing absorption as the degree of conjugation increases.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Optical properties of combustion particles produced from
the CAST burner at varying fuel-to-air ratios were studied in
conjunction with thermo-optical and TEM analyses. Particles
produced at a low C/O ratio (C/O ratio D 0.22) contained a
high EC fraction and were fractal-like particles consisting of
small primary spheres. They showed low v values (v  0.1)
and aabs close to 1.0. For these particles, aabs and ascat values
calculated by RDG theory agreed with the experimental results
within 3 and 18%, respectively, while v was underestimated
by 56%. Optical parameters related to scattering (ascat and v)
were less satisfactorily modeled, possibly due to the effect of
multiple scattering and greater uncertainties associated with
particle morphology. Particles formed at a high C/O ratio (C/O
ratio D 0.6) contained more OC and were spherical in shape.
They had a higher v value (v  0.2) and aabs > 5. Their optical properties were better modeled with Mie theory. Optical
properties of particles produced under intermediate combustion conditions were more difficult to model, perhaps because
the particles were mixtures of aggregates and single spheres.
The results of the study suggest that RDG theory, which is frequently used to model optical properties of combustion particles, should be only used for EC-rich, fractal-like aggregates
which are generated under fuel-lean conditions.

The RI of OC at λ D 467, 530 and 600 nm were inferred
from the measured optical properties of OC-rich combustion
particles. The deduced values were in good agreement with
previously reported values for light absorbing OC and showed
strong spectral dependence with stronger absorption at shorter
wavelengths. The strong wavelength dependence of OC RI
indicates that light absorption measurements of OC at a single
wavelength should not be used to infer absorption in the full
solar spectrum, reiterating the previous arguments by Andreae
and Gelencser (2006). Furthermore, the outcome of the study
implies that light absorption by atmospheric aerosol will be
underestimated if the contribution of OC is ignored. Additional measurements of RI of OC aerosol from different sources are needed to better understand the effects of OC
containing aerosols on global and regional radiative forcing.
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